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MESSAGE FROM CHAIRMAN

Electronics and Computer Software Export Promotion Council (ESC) welcomes you to explore business alliances with Indian ICT delegation to France as well as Spain where you can have a first hand feel to a spectacular Indian ICT capabilities. It will be an excellent opportunity to interact with Indian ICT entrepreneurs who will offer you a wide perspective of Indian ICT capabilities.

This golden opportunity enables you to forge business linkages, joint ventures, technology transfers, outsourcing and capability upgradations. I am sure the ICT companies in both France & Spain will capitalize upon the opportunities and forge linkages, business agreements with the Indian ICT entrepreneurs. It will also help in ushering bilateral relationships into a new matrix of growth and enhance the verticals of cooperation between the two countries.

I hope this conglomeration of ICT intellectuals will further augment India’s ICT’s trade with both France & Spain.

(Mandeep Singh Puri)
With its headquarter in New Delhi and a network of Regional Offices in India such as Bangalore, Chennai, Hyderabad and Kolkata and its Representative Office in Dubai, UAE, ESC is India’s premier export promotion organisation. The main objective is to promote the Electronics and Information Technology exports from India to the global market.

ESC has around 2300 member companies engaged in export of:

- **Electronics Hardware**
- **Information technology and services**
- **IT enabled services**
- **Telecom hardware & software**

ESC has transformed itself into a dynamic, proactive institution equipped to meet the aspirations of Indian ICT industry in this fast changing technological world. ESC maintains its tradition to look into the needs of the ICT Industry as the concept of “Industry - Government partnership” is assuming significant importance and has to be prudently fostered to speed up the economic and industrial development of the nation. ESC is committed to assist member companies to compete globally and maintain their lead in the IT and Electronics sector. ESC shoulders the responsibility of serving its constituents efficiently and effectively.

- As the bridge between exporters and policy makers;
- As a proactive matchmaker between exporters and global buyers;
- As a one-stop-shop for information on ICT exporters and as the first port of call and intermediary for Indian and foreign electronic, telecom and IT firms wishing to expand their business activities in India and beyond their national border; and
• By organizing Indian participation in specialized ICT meets / international trade fairs

Today, ESC is acknowledged as the principal voice of Indian ICT industry both with the policy makers and the international business community at large. With its heterogeneous membership, it combines the entrepreneurial spirit and business acumen of ICT stalwarts with the management skills and expertise of professionals, to set itself apart as an institution with a difference.

MISSION

As a representative organ of corporate India, ESC articulates the genuine, legitimate needs and interests of its member exporters. Its mission is to impact the policy and legislative environment so as to foster a balanced economic, industrial and social development.

GOALS

• To ensure that the views and concerns of ESC are heeded by policy makers
• To be proactive on policy initiatives that are in consonance with its mission
• To remain sensitive to the development needs and concerns of its members
• To broaden the membership base
• To provide platforms to its member exporters for networking with ICT buyers overseas

ESC’S INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION ACTIVITIES

ESC organizes and participates in international conferences and industry level talks. It implements joint activities with international trade associations to exchange information, provide technological support and exchange trade missions. As a catalyst for the Indian ICT industry, ESC is a one stop window to assist overseas buyers of ICT products and services, electronic instruments etc. for exploring the possibility of business co-operation, strategic alliances with Indian firms. ESC also helps foreign firms seeking investment opportunities in India in the electronics hardware and IT software and services sector.

MOUs

ESC has Memorandum of Understanding (MoUs) with over 50 prestigious world trade development bodies across the global markets and is on the mailing list of all the Indian Missions abroad.

INDIASOFT

ESC created an exclusive global networking event INDIASOFT in 2001. Today INDIASOFT brand has created India’s brand equity and the buyers across the world visit INDIASOFT event in a large number to source innovative Indian IT products & services. The next edition of INDIASOFT will be organised on 3rd & 4th March 2020 at Hyderabad, India <www.indiasoft.org>.
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01 Synergy

Name: Mr. Preet Chandhoke  
Mobile: +91-9815918807  
Email: preeet@01s.in

Company Profile:
01 Synergy’ is an end-to-end IT solutions provider, offering services and products spanning the entire spectrum of Information Technology. With a multi-domain, multi-technology and multi-delivery modes model, ‘01 Synergy’ is fully equipped to offer its demanding clients a superior mix of credentials, domain expertise and cutting edge technology solutions.

Areas of Expertise:
End-to-end IT solutions provider, offering services and products spanning the entire spectrum of Information Technology.

Aarkinfosoft

Name: Mr. Kartik Trivedi  
Mobile: +91-9227540206  
Email: kartik@aark.co.in

Company Profile:
AarkInfosoft, enabling technology advances that make life easier, secure and safer. Our excellence is proven to provide Software Technology solutions for business process automation, IT Infra Services and Development of various business verticals. We are leading services provider for microprocessor based smartcard, biometric and device integrated turnkey projects as well as Government projects, where assurance of quality and standards are proven as it is certified by STQC.

Areas of Expertise:
Software Technology solutions for business process automation, IT Infra Services and Development of various business verticals
Advantal Technologies Pvt. Ltd.

Name: Mr. Ashish Thakral
Mobile: +91-9910097871
Email: ashish.thakral@advantal.net

Company Profile:
Advantal Technologies Pvt. Ltd. is a software solutions company known for empowering businesses with innovative technological solutions to become market leaders. With 300+ custom software solutions and products successfully developed and presence in major global regions including US, UK, Australia, Middle East and EU, we intend to become global leaders in custom software solutions, data security solutions, and enterprise mobility solutions.

Areas of Expertise:
Custom software solutions, data security solutions, and enterprise mobility solutions

Beyond Key Systems

Name: Mr. Piyush Goel
Mobile: +91-9302556783
Email: piyush.goel@beyondkey.com

Company Profile:
Services include custom software development of business web applications, software products/solutions, enterprise and retail mobile apps, and products using Microsoft technologies like SharePoint, .NET, Business Intelligence, and Open Source.
We’ve also developed and honed our competencies in cutting-edge technologies such as the Internet of Things (IoT), Voice, Chatbot development, Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning, and Cognitive Computing. Our top-rated products and services have been used in a variety of industry verticals.

Areas of Expertise:
Custom software development of business web applications, software products/solutions, enterprise and retail mobile apps, and products using Microsoft technologies like SharePoint, .NET, Business Intelligence, and Open Source.
CDN Software Solutions

Name : Mr. K Divyesh
Mobile : +91-9302510067
Email : kdivyesh@cdnsol.com

Company Profile:
We are an IT Outsourcing company with expertise on mobility, enterprise applications, data modeling, business logic, UI/UE, augmented reality, B2B/B2C solutions, E-Commerce, Internet of Things. CDN Software Solutions Pvt. Ltd. has come a long way from being a start-up to becoming a 100% Export-Oriented Offshore Software Development Center. Our experience, expertise and portfolio have continued to enrich along the way.

Our team currently stands with as many as 270 exclusive Niche Techies, who follow the motto “Consistently delivering quality solutions”, can boast of more than 2200+ projects, covers gamut of technologies, solutions and industry verticals. The humble start with Open Source technologies has now transformed to include authority over development of large Enterprise Applications, applications to facilitate Hardware-Software interactions, mobile applications, involving challenges of limited size and spaces to name a few.

Areas of Expertise:
Mobile apps, web apps, open source technologies, cross platform, website design and maintenance, internet of things, multimedia

Dev Information Technology Ltd.

Name : Mr. Jaimin Shah
Mobile : +91-9825009263
Email : jaimin.shah@devitpl.com

Company Profile:
Dev Information Technology Ltd, is an Infrastructure Management service provider. The company has headquarter at Ahmedabad and its branch offices in Pune, Jaipur and North America.

Areas of Expertise:
Infrastructure Management services
Eluminious Technologies P Ltd.

Name: Mr. Hrushikesh Wakadkar
Mobile: +91-9823074884
Email: hrushikeshw@gmail.com

Company Profile:
We work with leading Software & Internet Marketing agencies in USA and UK by providing them Technical Consulting and expert On-Hire resources.

Areas of Expertise:
Our focus areas are Data Analytics - BI, IOT and Web & Mobile development. With 100+ developers and 14+ years operational experience, we have built many award winning apps.

FutureSoft India Pvt. Ltd.

Name: Mr. Mandeep Singh Puri
Mobile: +91-9811020087
Email: mandeeps@futuresoftindia.com

Company Profile:
FutureSoft is diversified Software Solutions Company with industry experience of 30+ years. Headquartered in New Delhi, FutureSoft is a software consulting and technology services company specializing in industry-specific solutions, strategic outsourcing and integration services. Clients gain competitive advantage by leveraging our product development, delivery capabilities to achieve their product milestones with world-class quality and reduced costs.

Areas of Expertise:
Hiteshi Infotech Pvt. Ltd.

Name : Ms. Ritu Shah
Mobile : +91-9893857070
Email : ritu.shah@hiteshi.com

Company Profile:
We are a team of ardent developers, enthusiastic analysts, creative designers and effective managers. Together we work towards one fulfilling goal- Only your success matters. Because we are in no doubt that once we make our clientele upbeat, there’s no other thing in the path of our own success.

Areas of Expertise:
Extensive experience in IoT, Native/Hybrid mobile applications for iOS, Android, Windows, web-based systems for React Native, Flutter, Angular, Node.js, React JS, Python, Bootstrap, CakePHP, AlaaS, Laravel, Code Ignitor, etc

Hyperlink Infosystems

Name : Mr. Harnil Oza
Mobile : +91-9925002447
Email : harnil@hyperlinkinfosystem.com

Company Profile:
Hyperlink Infosystems is believed to be one of the popular providers of IT services. The professional company is closely structured in such a way to offer more acquirable results and solutions for use in a variety of businesses, encountering problems in information and technology sector.

Areas of Expertise:
Intelegain Systems

Name : Mr. Kapil Chopra
Mobile : +91-9820037373
Email : kapil@intelegain.com

Company Profile:
Intelegain’s mobility team has helped several businesses and startups build mobile applications on native and hybrid platforms that have helped them accelerate their key business processes or transform their business idea into a tangible business solution. M-enable your business or your startup idea and let Intelegain help you transform your vision into an incredible app for your business.

Areas of Expertise:
Mobile & Web Application Development, Oracle BI Consulting, Data Integration Services, Internet Marketing Services, Software product development, POS Solutions, Payment Solutions, Financial App Solutions

iView Labs

Name : Mr. Siddharth Patel / SID
Mobile : +91-9825037530
Email : siddharth.shah@iviewlabs.com

Company Profile:
iView Labs want to re-invent the art of design with our simple and clean interfaces. Changing the physical and technical methods of input and output, we not only want the user to react to the system, but remember and re-use it. Enhanced user experience is our motto.

Areas of Expertise:
iView Labs is a top product development company in India. We build award winning Web, Mobile and Cloud Apps for Startups and Enterprises.
Matrix & Media Pvt. Ltd.

Name: Mr. Vivek Jain  
Mobile: +91-9830741191  
Email: vivek@matrixnmedia.com

Company Profile:
Matrix Media Solutions Pvt. Ltd is a professional web development company and offshore outsourcing company located in Kolkata. The services of Matrix Media leverage deep domain expertise in the industry, technical expertise in the leading online technologies and cost-effective solutions delivery model.

Areas of Expertise:
Complex Web Application, Website Designing, Mobility Solution, AI based Solution, Digital Marketing, Animation and Logo Design, Content Writing etc.

Nexus Link

Name: Mr. Amit Patel  
Mobile: +91-9375367736  
Email: amit@nexuslinkservices.com

Company Profile:
NexusLink Services- the Indian outsourcing company based in Ahmedabad, India. We are team of people who are dedicated, experienced and motivated for providing best quality products. We at NexusLink Services believe in 100% customer satisfaction and we always try to provide excellent quality products to the customers over the world.

Areas of Expertise:
Smart Sense Solutions

Name: Mr. Anand Tanna
Mobile: +91-9726888759
Email: anand.tanna@smartsensesolutions.com

Company Profile:
SmartSense Solutions is a custom software, ERP and mobile apps (Android and iOS) development company. We analyze the requirement of clients thoroughly and find out how to implement the best solution. We always develop our projects using latest tools and technologies so they can run in all the updated devices perfectly.

We work based on milestones and always reach them before the deadline does. We promote overt discussions with our dealers, clients, employees and all other business relationships.

Areas of Expertise:
Custom software, ERP and mobile apps (Android and iOS) development

Version Systems

Name: Mr. Anirudh
Mobile: +91-7600030131
Email: aniruddh@versionsystems.com

Company Profile:
We are primer providers of Payroll Software, HR software, Attendance Management System, Business Expense Management System, Performance Evaluation System and Provident Fund Management Software.

Areas of Expertise:
Web Bee Global

Name : Mr. Abhishek Jain
Mobile : +91-9971376767
Email : aj@webbeeglobal.com

Company Profile:
Started in 2005, WebBee Global is an authorized, trusted and listed partner of Amazon, e-Bay, WooCommerce, Shopify, Big Commerce, and Magento, providing cloud empowered customized solutions. In a short span of time, we have grown from a single entrepreneurial unit to setting multiple offices across India and Australia, with the corporate office at NCR Delhi.

Areas of Expertise:
ERP enabled solutions to manage core business operations on a unifying platform, inclusive of E-Commerce, Accounting, Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), and Customer Relationship Management (CRM).

WorkSys

Name : Mr. Suresh Kumar
Mobile : +91-8105184003
Email : suresh@worksys.in

Company Profile:
Worksys is a Microsoft and SAP partner. Mid-sized business have benefited by moving their entire business operations to our ERP system including Finance, Sales, HR and Operations. Our integrated BI solution uses data gathered from ERP systems, to improve decision making.

Areas of Expertise:
Our consultants specialize in SAP, Microsoft ERP implementation, Business Intelligence, Data Integration and Data Science projects.